
 

Dear Friends and Relatives ,   
                       

Close to the top of three distant mountains, bright lights clearly outline the ski runs. A bit closer, I see quite a number of new 

buildings under construction. Chains of red, blue or green lights decorate the cranes in divided triangular shapes.  It is getting close 

to Christmas.  Today is December 12, the day six years ago when I took ownership of  the condominium in which I currently live.  

Suddenly, I felt the urge to start drafting this year’s annual letter.   I also recall that it was about this time in December ten (10)  

years ago that I published the first family web page.   Time sure passes fast.   A few days ago, when I was in the process of 

downloading several compressed photos for the desk digital frame from the web, I was quite surprised that throughout the years,  I 

had progressively uploaded more than 250 photo albums to share  with you.  The web page statistics indicate that on average, there 

have been more than 7,000 visits every year .  I am happy it stands as a useful communication tool with friends and relatives in 

different corners of the world. 
 

In 2018, I returned to Regina three (3) times.  Besides that, I stayed put around Vancouver.  I was quite happy meeting friends from 

either Hong Kong or Toronto as they travelled through this gateway city.  Regarding my children’s families, Alberta & Axel 

continue to work in their respective fields of Dietetics and Podiatry; Clarence & Casandra are still engaged in Human Resources 

and Education.   I am blessed that they have God’s grace to progress well in their work and in caring for their families.  The 3 

grand-daughters Hanne, Izabela and Avaya, and little grand-son Andyn are growing so fast.   It is wonderful that I can see and chat 

with them over “Face Time” from time to time. 
 

Though I have high praise for the technological innovations that come with the instantaneous update on world news in front of our 

eyes, I would like to share my Vancouver perspectives in the areas of social challenges, international political turbulence, and 

technological & financial concerns. 
 

1. Challenges facing Canadian Society 

- Opioid crisis of overdose stresses large and small cities, streets and homes.  More than 2,000 people have died as a 

result of this crisis between January and June this past year. 

- Affordable housing shortage indicate that  in Vancouver’s city center, the number of homeless people has increased to 

over 2,180.  

- The study Working Poverty in Metro Vancouver found the working poor in the region rose to 105,600 based on 2012 

Canadian tax filing information. 

- Canadian Government legalized marijuana October this year.  Adding to current risks of distracted and drunk driving 

in the province, opiates can further increased the risk of impaired driving.  This adds more pressure to ICBC, the car 

insurance corporation, which already has a large operating deficit.  

- Federal Court quashed cabinet approval of the Alberta Trans Mountain pipeline expansion project and asked the 

National Energy Board to re-do its environmental study to address what impact a substantial increase in tanker traffic 

could have on the endangered killer whale population in those waters and conduct meaningful consultation  with 

Indigenous people impacted by the pipeline route to hear out their concerns. 
 

2. International Political Turbulence   

- In Western world,  emergence of demagogue political leadership and hegemony          

- US-China trade and power struggle  

- UK’s  Brexit dilemma      

- Italy’s financial situation 

- Conflict of Russia and Ukraine in the Kerch Strait near the Crimean peninsula 

- French ‘Yellow Vests’  protest 

- Huawei Technologies Company CFO’s detention in Vancouver at the request of the US 
 

3. Examples of  Scientific & Technological Innovations that need to be harnessed 

Scientific and technological breakthroughs clearly illustrate human ingenuity and relentless research spirit.  Undoubtedly 

these innovations, if applied appropriately, can bring enormous benefits to human society, hence they are a blessing.  

However, these touted benefits can be offset by its potential for improper and unintended wrongful use.  Herein lies the 

danger of disaster for human society.  Blessing or disaster, there are some deep and perilous shoals to be navigated in the 

treacherous waters of technology and high finance which we rely upon the wisdom and determination of  our scientists and 

law-makers to establish essential regulations and ground rules at a sufficiently  early stage and appropriate  time.  The 

following are a few examples of concern, 
 

- Human and animal genome editing , use of gene editing technology CRISPR 

- Artificial Intelligence surpassing human intelligence 

- Satoshi Nakamoto’s blockchain-based ledger and cryptocurrency transaction using Bitcoin , Ether etc. 
 

In this rainy night , somehow I  touched on  a few serious subjects which we can share some thoughts and concerns!  

Despite all these ,  I think you all had a wonderful 2018 as well.   Certainly I look forward to hear from you.   

                                   

 

Al                                                    My Best Wishes to you and family   --                                                            

                                                                                                    A Merry Christmas and  The very Best in 2019  !   
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